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Abstract
     The problem of a floating body moving with
arbitrary oscillating motions and arbitrary wave
directions is modified. Under  the assumptions of
potential flow and low moving speed, the Green
function is expanded into an oscillating source G0 at
zero forward speed and a correct term G1 to take
into account low moving speed. It is shown that the
present form of Green function gives good
numer ical calculation per for
ance while wave damping effects are considered.
This method can also be applied to calculate wave
loads, added wave resistance and wave damping
forces. The effects of currents to a floating body are
be discussed as well.
Keywords : moor ing system 、 wave exciting
forces、 added wave resistance、wave damping
effects、wave dr ift damping
Introduction
    In designing a single-point mooring system, it is
important to consider wave damping effects while the
mooring force exerting in the system is evaluated. To
examine the effects, the motions of a floating body
should be known. These motions can be described by
obtaining various forces acting on the floating body.
Over the recent two decades, many researchers have
studied wave exciting force problems. Different
approaches have been adapted and many numerical
models have been developed. Some of the results have
even been applied to the preliminary design of a
floating system in ocean engineering. Wichers & Van
Sluijs (1979), Wichers (1982,1984), Wichers & Van
den Boom (1983), Faltinsen, Dahle & Sortland (1987),
Faltinsen & Minsens et al (1980), Faltinsen &
Sortland (1987), Takagi, Nakamur & Saito (1984),
Chakrabarti (1982), Wichers (1986), Hearn & Tong
(1987), and Lee & Sun (1997) have studied the
relationship between wave drift damping and wave
exciting forces. The main conclusions from their
findings are
1) Measured damping coefficient is larger in waves
than that in calm water when a floating body
oscillates in low frequency modes.
2) Wave damping effects need to be seriously
considered when surge motion of a floating body
is simulated.
3) Wave drift damping can be obtained by taking
derivative of added wave resistance to the
velocity at zero forward speed.
From the conclusions above, the problem of finding
wave drift damping can be converted into finding
added wave resistance and its derivatives to the
velocity at zero forward speed. The key is to find
added wave resistance.
    Under the assumptions of potential theory and
low moving speed, the problem of a floating body
moving with arbitrary oscillating motions and
arbitrary wave directions is modified; and a form of
simplified Green function is derived. The idea of
Huijsmans & Hermans (1985) is followed. Therefor,
Green function is modified into an oscillating source
G0 at zero forward speed and a correction term G1 to
take into account low moving speed. The expressions
for G0, G1 , ÑG0 and ÑG 1 are then derived.
    It is shown that the approach offer a decent
method in obtaining body responses due to low
moving speed while wave damping effects are
considered. This method can also be applied to
calculate wave loads, added wave resistance and wave
damping forces. The effect of currents to a freely
floating/restrained body will also be discussed.
Basic equations
    Three right-handed coordinate systems are
adopted in this paper.
1. A body coordinate system í xyzo - ý fixed on
the body with oz  pointing vertically upward and
oxy  corresponding to the undisturbed free
surface.
2. A moving coordinate system ío-xyzý having its
origin on the calm water surface and which moves
forward together with the body at a constant
speed.
3. A coordinate system í zyxo ˆˆˆˆ- ý fixed in space.
This system is consistent with the body coordinate
system í xyzo - ý when the body is stationary.
A perfect, incompressible fluid and
irrotational flow is assumed, which allow us to
describe the motion by a velocity potential
f (x,y,z,t) where f  (x,y,z,t) is on undisturbed fluid
domain. The total velocity potential can be expressed
as
f (x,y,z,t)=Φ(x,y,z,t)+f (x,y,z)      (2-1)        
where f (x,y,z) is the steady potential due to the body
traveling forward at a constant speed in calm water.Φ
(x,y,z,t) is the unsteady velocity potential which can be
further divided into the diffraction potential, radiation
potential and incident wave potential.
     Under the assumption of small amplitude
motion, low current speed, small steady disturbance
and no flow separation, neglecting the crossing of the
unsteady and steady potential, within the scope of
linear theory, and let the angle of the incident wave be
at angle β  to the xoˆˆ , the problem of
solvingf (x,y,z,t) may be divided into solving the (A)
set of equation for unsteady potential Φ(x,y,z,t) and
the (B) sets of equation for steady potential f (x,y,z).
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where D is the fluid domain, åF is the undisturbed
free surface, å is the mean wetted surface of the body,
and n1=nx、n2=ny、n3=nz、n4=nzy-nyz、n5=nxz-nzx、
n6=nyx-nxy, (nx,ny,nz) are the unit vectors normal to the
body and directed into the fluid, ( 1e , 2e , 3e ) are the
unit vectors on the moving coordinate system.
(m1,m2,m3) =  (0,0,0),(m4,m5,m6) =  (-n3U0sin,n3U0cos
β,n1U0sinβ-n2U0cosβ), the term jx&nj and jx mj in
equation (2-4) will be recognized to be the summation
of all terms from j=1 to 6 。x 1、x 2、x 3 are linear
displacements due to surge, sway, and heave
respectively; x 4、x 5、x 6 are angular displacements
due to roll, pitch, and yaw respectively.
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whereηjis the motion amplitude of the jth mode; ωe
is the encounter frequency of the body with the wave,
The steady potential f (x,y,z) satisfies the following
set of equations :
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    As we only concern wave forces acting on the
floating body, the effort will be devoted to solve and
discuss the results of the (A) set of equations. First,
we analyze  free surface condition to give the
respective order of each term in equation (2-3).
    Assume F~ is characteristic velocity potential,
L is characteristic wavelength, T is characteristic
wave period and U0 is characteristic velocity. Using
these characteristic values for each term in equation
(2-3), we get:
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If U0T/L=e,then U2T2/L2= e2. Assuming low moving
speed, no flow separation, and problem solutions
being correct to 0(e), we may reduce the (A) set of
equations into the (C) set of equations
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  Equation set (C) are basic equations of the to-be-
solved problem. When Φ (x,y,z,t) is solved from
equation (2-12) to (2-15), the unsteady Bernoulli
equation:
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Therefore, the free surface elevation may be obtained
by
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The unsteady pressure P on the body surface
can be found in order to calculate the respective order
of forces acting on the body
19)-(2                                                                   dsnpF
s
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where s is the wetted surface of the body.
Equation (2-17), (2-18) and (2-19) can then be
used to find forces acting on body.
We show only the expressions of zero-order, first-
order and second-order forces for the sake of space.
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    where subscript (0), (1) and (2) represent zero-
order, first-order, and second-order, respectively.
  It is known that the second-order potential makes
no contribution to added resistance, which only have a
relation to first-order motion responses and first-order
forces. So, added resistance RA is the steady part of (2-
32) in x (surge mode).
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and the first-order motion equation is
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    where )(WKF
1  is the first-order wave disturbance
force, (Mkj)、(Akj)、(Bkj)、(Ckj) are mass, added mass,
damping coefficient, and righting moment matrix
respectively. The detail expressions for these matrices
are shown in Sun(1971).
    Afterψj,j=1,… ,7 solved using equation set (C),
(Mkj)、(Akj)、(Bkj)、(Ckj) and 
)(
WKF
1 can be computed and
the first-order wave responses ξj, j =  1,… ,6 can be
attained through (2-6) and (2-33). Added resistance RA
may be obtained by (2-32). Wave drift damping can
then be got by taking derivative of added resistance to
velocity.
Solutions for  equation set (C)
     Using Fourier transformation method, we can
acquire the basic solution of equation set (C) as
following
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Under the assumptions of small amplitude
motion, low current speed, small steady disturbance,
we keep only the first-order term of τ to get G as
G=G0+τG1                             (3-2)
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and, J0 and J1 are the zero-order and the first-order
Bessel function.
  The solution of equation set (C), ψ j, can be
expressed as
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where G(x,y,z;ξ,η,ζ) is obtained from (3-2); σj
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From equation (3-9) and (3-10), it can be seen that the
problem of solving equation set (C) has been turned
into a zero-speed problem and an equation (3-10).
There are many good methods for solving a zero-
speed problem. As equation (3-10) has the same
coefficient matrix as equation (3-9), it is not necessary
to calculate this matrix again. Only the terms in the
right-hand side of (3-10) require to be worked out. By
using this method to solve equation set (C), we can
solve zero forward speed problem and low forward
speed problem at the same time.
Numer ical calculation
  According to the preceding discussion, the wave
drift damping can be obtained by the following steps :
(a) Solve equation (3-9) and (3-10).
(b) Calculate ψj (j=1,2,… ,7) by equation (3-5).
(c) Calculate the first-order motion responses from
the motion equation.
(d) Calculate the first-order forces.
(e) Calculate the added wave resistance from
equation (2-32).
(f) Calculate wave drift damping by taking derivative
of added resistance to velocity at zero forward
speed.
  It is aware that the crucial determinant is to
calculate G0 , ÑG0, G1 and ÑG 1. There are many
honorable methods to solve G0 and ÑG0, for example
Pidcock(1985). We will concentrate here on finding
G1 and ÑG 1. Let
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  To test the present method, it is applied to a
hemisphere of radius 1 m. In the computation, the
surface of the hemisphere is divided into 360 panels
(see Fig.1). The testing conditions are
      speedcurrent is U,hemisphereofdiameter  theis  D,gD/UFr          
  ,hemisphereofradius theis  Rfrequency,encounter  theis          
where          
pitchingoscillatinfromrestrainedishemisphere                          
freeishemisphere:casestwo          
0angleaveincident w          
0.064  0.032,  0.0,  0.032,-  -0.064,Fr          
1.8   1.6,   1.5,   1.30,   1.15,   ,1.0   0.8,   0.5,  0.35,  ,2.0          
00
2
=
°=
=
=
e
e R
g
w
w
    Figure 2 shows the added resistance for a free
hemisphere at zero forward speed. The solid line
represents the analytical solution (Pinkster 1980), and
the symbol points are the computed results. It is seen
that the two results agree well with each other.
    Figure 3-7 show the first-order motion transfer
function(surge; heave), first-order force transfer
function and horizontal drift force for a hemisphere
restrained from oscillating in pitch. The influence of
current on mean drift force and motion responses is
definitely obvious. In Fig.6, the value of the transfer
function at the peak is about 2.19 for Fr=0.064 and
1.88 for Fr=0.00. That is, the current velocity of 0.28
m/s may results in a 16% increase of motion response
for a hemisphere of a 2 m diameter. In Fig.7, the value
of the transfer function at the peak is 1.32 for
Fr=0.064 and 1.08 for Fr=0.032. That is, the current
velocity of 0.28 m/s and 0.14 m/s may result in a 47%
and 20% increase of mean drift force acting on the
hemisphere.
    Figure 8 compares results with those of Zhao
(1988). The curve is Zhao’s results and the symbol
points are ours. It can be seen that the results of the
present method agree well with Zhao’s for kR<1.3.
For kR>1.3, Fr=0.064 and Fr=0.032, the present
method obtains a lower value than Zhao’s. The reason
is that the cross terms of steady potential and unsteady
potential are not considered under the assumption of
low current speed in the present method. Figure 8 also
shows that the interaction between wave and current is
important in the case where the steady disturbance due
to the body is not small. Figure 9 shows wave
damping coefficient for a hemisphere restrained from
pitch oscillation.
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Conclusion
The conclusions of this work are summarized as
following:
1. The influence of current on a floating body is
crucially important.
2. The present numerical method can be used to
predict wave loads, motion responses and added
resistance for a 3-D floating body which causes a
small, steady disturbance under the combined
effect of currents and waves.
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